Book No.: HE4-00027
Title: HA-MERAGEL SHE-BAH MI YISROEL (THE SPY WHO CAME FROM ISRAEL)
Author(s): BEN-PORAT, Y. & DAN ARYEH
Narrator(s): MEIRA KLINGER
The story of Eli Cohen, an Israeli spy who succeeded in penetrating the Syrian government. The book includes his eventual discovery, public trial, and execution.

Book No.: HE4-00041
Title: SARAH
Author(s): OMER, DEVORA
Narrator(s):
A novel about a woman's heroic deeds during Israel's War of Independence in 1948. Although rendered in easy Hebrew, the book is for adults, as well as young people.

Book No.: HE4-00046
Title: SIPURIM KTSARIM: SHORT STORIES
Author(s): BOARD OF JEWISH EDUCATION
Narrator(s):
Short stories.

Book No.: HE4-00052
Title: MAIMONIDES' MISHNEH TORAH
Author(s): BIRNBAUM, PHILIP, ED.
Narrator(s): SOLOMON COLODNER, DR.
Written in the 12th century, the Mishneh Torah was a groundbreaking innovation by Maimonides. It is a codification of the entire corpus of laws discussed in the Talmud.

Book No.: HE4-00060
Title: LESSONS IN CONVERSATIONAL HEBREW
Author(s): COLODNER, SOLOMON, DR.
Narrator(s): COLODNER, SOLOMON, DR.
A series of lessons for learning to speak Hebrew.

Book No.: HE4-00109
Title: FIRST HEBREW PRIMER FOR ADULTS: THE BIBLICAL AND PRAYERBOOK HEBREW
Author(s): SIMON, E., N. STAHL, L. MOTZKIN & J.
Narrator(s): ERICA GOLDMAN
Lessons designed to teach enough Hebrew for the student to understand most biblical texts and Hebrew prayers, with the aid of a Hebrew/English dictionary.

Book No.: HE4-00116
Title: ELEF MILIM ALEPH
Author(s): ROSEN, AHARON & YOSEF BEN SHEFER
Narrator(s): ERICA GOLDMAN
This work contains one thousand commonly used words for beginning a study of the Hebrew language.
Title: IVRIT. SH'LAV ALEPH (HEBREW. LEVEL ONE)
Author(s): BERGMAN, BELLA
Narrator(s): ERICA GOLDMAN
The first in a three-volume course designed specifically for English-speaking students in high schools, colleges, and adult education classes. This volume covers the basics of Hebrew grammar, including the structure of the verb and the sentence, and some vocabulary.

Book No.: HE4-00123
Title: SAM THE DETECTIVE’S READING READINESS BOOK
Author(s): ROSENBERG, AMYE
Narrator(s): ERICA GOLDMAN
Sam the bear uses his detecting skills to teach children the fundamentals of the Hebrew language.

Book No.: HE4-00148
Title: STORIES
Author(s): BIALIK, CHAIM NACHMAN
Narrator(s): Fiction

Book No.: HE4-00149
Title: POEMS
Author(s): BIALIK, CHIAM NAHMAN
Narrator(s): BEN EFRAIM, CARMEL
Poems.
Book No.: HE4-00150
Title: BOOK OF KUZARI
Author(s): HALEVI, JUDAH
Narrator(s):
The history of the Khazars. The leading apologetic work written in defense of the religious teachings and practices of Judaism.

Book No.: HE4-00152
Title: POOR AND THE HAPPY
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: HE4-00153
Title: FROM THE ABYSS: DEAD CUT
Author(s): BRENNER< YOSEF HAIM
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: HE4-00158
Title: CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON
Author(s): KANT, IMMANUEL
Narrator(s):
A seminal text of modern philosophy made history by bringing together two opposing schools of thought: rationalism, which grounds all our knowledge in reason, and empiricism, which traces all our knowledge to experience.
Book No.: HE4-00159  
Title: SELECTED STORIES  
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLOM  
Narrator(s):  
Short stories.

Book No.: HE4-00161  
Title: AS RACHEL WAITED: (POEMS)  
Author(s): BLUWOSTEIN, RACHEL  
Narrator(s):  
Poetry.

Book No.: HE4-00162  
Title: THUNDER POETRY  
Author(s): BERDICHEVSKY, MICHA JOSEPH  
Narrator(s):  
Fiction.

Book No.: HE4-00163  
Title: TEVYE THE MILKMAN (COMPLETE)  
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLOM  
Narrator(s):  
Tevye the Milkman, a uniquely charming Jewish novel from Tsarist rural Russia, provided the principal character for Fiddler on the Roof. Here we have the full story, with all its Jewish humour, wisdom and despair.
Book No.: HE4-00164
Title: STORIES OF CHAOS
Author(s): SHOLOM ALEICHEM
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: HE4-00165
Title: ANEID (AENEIDOS)
Author(s): VIRGIL (PUBLIUS VERGILIUS MARO)
Narrator(s): AVI SHAHARON

Book No.: HE4-00166
Title: ANTIGONE
Author(s): SOPHOCLES
Narrator(s): Poem.

Book No.: HE4-00167
Title: PLAYS AND SKITS
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: HE4-00168
Title: TO THE PLACE WHERE THE WIND GOES
Author(s): BE'ER CHAIM
Narrator(s): Fiction.
Book No.: HE4-00169
Title: REAP THE WIND
Author(s): JONASSEN, IRIS
Narrator(s): Fiction.